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1. INTRODUCTION 
An old problem in combinatorial geometry asks how to place a given 
number of distinct points in n-dimensional Euclidean space so as to mini- 
mize the total number of distances they determine [2; 3; 6; 8; 13; 14, 
Problem 17.1; 21; 23; 361. In 1946 Erdiis [13] considered configurations 
formed by taking all the points of a suitable lattice /i that lie within a large 
region. The best lattices for this purpose are those that minimize what we 
call the Erdh number of the lattice, given by 
E = Fd ‘I”, (1) 
where d is the determinant of the lattice and F, its populution fraction, is 
given by 
P(x) F= lim -, if n > 3, 
s-m x (2) 
where P(x) is the population function of the corresponding quadratic form, 
i.e., the number of values not exceeding x taken by the form.’ The Erdiis 
’ For n < 2 these definitions must be modified. For n = 0 and 1 we set E = 1, while for n = 2 
we replace (2) by F= lim, j ;2 x~‘P(x) Jlog x. 
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number is the population fraction when the lattice is normalized to have 
determinant 1. It turns out that minimizing E is an interesting problem in 
pure number theory. 
In this paper we prove all cases, except n = 2 (for which see Smith [37] ), 
of the following proposition’: 
The lattices with minimal Erdos number are (up to a scale 
factor) the even lattices of minimal determinant. For 
n=o, 1, 2, . . . these determinants are 
1, 2, 3,4, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, . ..) 
this sequence continuing with period 8. (3) 
For n < 10 these lattices are unique 
with Erdijs numbers ~ l/2 
1, 1, 2-3’231/4 n = 0.5533 ( p prime ), 
pz2(3) 
; 4113 = 0.7276, y= 0.7071, T = 0.6598, y = 0.6005, 
3 l/10 
TCO.5520, ;, :=0.5400, 2 = 0.5581 
(rounded to four decimal places), while for each n 2 11 there are two or 
more such lattices. (See Section 6, where we also give the runners-up in 
dimensions 3 and 4.) 
Our methods do not apply when n = 2, since in this case the formula for 
the Erdiis number is completely different. (The Erdijs numbers of the sim- 
plest 2-dimensional lattices can be evaluated from the information in [34, 
353. W. D. Smith informs us that he has recently settled this case [37].) 
Remarks. (i) We note that the proposition is perhaps stated more 
simply in terms of the other prevailing notion of integrality: The answers 
are just the integer-valued quadratic forms that minimize the absolute value 
of the discriminant. 
(ii) When n is a multiple of 8 the proposition asserts that the lattices 
with minimal Erdiis number are the even unimodular lattices. 
’ For n = 2, 3,4, 8, 16, 24. 32, . . . . this agrees with a conjecture of W. D. Smith (see [36, 37 3). 
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(iii) The Erdiis number of a form not proportional to a rational one 
is infinite, as is shown in the Appendix. In the body of the paper we 
consider only rational forms. 
(iv) The case n = 3 is the most difficult. The crucial number-theoretic 
result needed for our proof was first established by Peters [29] using the 
Generalized Rieman Hypothesis. The dependence on this hypothesis has 
very recently been removed by Duke and Schulze-Pillot [ 121 (see Section 2 
below). 
(v) We conjecture that the optimal set of N points in n-dimensional 
space will be a subset of one of our lattices, for all sufficiently large N. 
Although many books and papers have studied the numbers that are 
represented by quadratic forms (see, for example, [ 1, 4, 7, 11, 12, 15-20, 
22, 24-35, 38, 40, 41]), we believe our results to be new. 
2. PRELIMINARIES TO THE PROOF 
Our goal is to prove the proposition (3) for rational forms of dimension 
n > 3. 
Let f be a positive-definite n-dimensional quadratic form with n > 3. By 
resealing (which does not change the Erdijs number E) we may assume 
that f is a primitive classically integral form, that is, f is classically integral 
but (l/k)f is not, for k = 2, 3, . . . . 
To calculate E it suffices to consider the integers that are everywhere 
locally represented by f, that is to say, are represented over the p-adic 
integers Z, for each p, or equivalently are represented by some form in the 
genus off: 
This is because for n 2 5, a classical theorem of Tartakovsky [38; 7, p. 
2041 asserts that there are only finitely many numbers that are represented 
by f everywhere locally but not globally- the exceptions for f: For n = 4, 
a theorem of Kloosterman, Tartakovsky, and Ross and Pall tells us that 
there are only finitely many primitive exceptions (numbers not primitively 
represented by f although everywhere locally primitively represented by f) 
[7, p. 204; 20; 33; 38; 40, Theorem 761. 
For n = 3, there can be an infinite number of primitive exceptions. It was 
shown by Pall and Jones [28; 19, p. 1881 that diag{3,4,9} does not 
primitively represent any m2 with m 5 1 (modulo 3). These numbers are 
represented by the form diag{ 1, 3, 36}, which is in the same genus but not 
in the same spinor genus. In fact the appropriate theorem for n = 3 is quite 
deep. It was shown by Peters [29] that, assuming the Generalized 
Riemann Hypothesis, the primitive exceptions belong to finitely many 
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rational square classes3 and are finite in number in the case when the genus 
of the form contains just one spinor genus. Duke and Schulze-Pillot [ 121 
have recently shown that the same result holds without the Generalized 
Riemann Hypothesis.4 
So for all n > 3 the exceptions belong to finitely many rational square 
classes, which entails that the number of exceptions below x is small 
compared with the population function P(x). (We thank the referee for 
pointing out that this weaker result was apparently already established by 
Watson [40], although no precise argument is given there. For the 
problem in 2 dimensions some relevant analytic results are given by 
Bernays [4] and Odoni [25]). 
The above discussion permits us to calculate the Erdos number locally. 
For primes p = 2, 3, 5, . . . . we define 
d, = p-part of d = det(f), 
F, = proportion of p-adic integers represented byf, 
so that d=nd,, F=nFp, E=nE,. 
For an odd prime p the form can be p-adically diagonalized and written 
(4) 
where each f, (for q = pk) is of the shape 
fq=diag(at, m2, . . . . G~J, (5) 
the cli are integers prime to p, and n, = dim f,. 
Since we can multiply by unit p-adic squares, all that is important about 
each oli is whether it is a quadratic residue modulo p, denoted a+, or a 
nonresidue, denoted u _ . If the form p-adically represents pku + (or pku- ) 
then it automatically represents P~+~“‘u+ (or pk+2m~-) for all m = 0, 1, . . . . 
For a p-adic integer b we define 
S(b) = {bc2 : c any nonzero p-adic integer}. 
3 A rational square class is a set of rational numbers of the form { /?a : k E 0, k # O}. 
4 We quote from a letter from Schulze-Pillot: “For ternary quadratic forms, the required 
result does not immediately follow from our corollary [on p. 56 of [12]], but can be proved 
in the same way. By Kneser’s result on spinor exceptions the (primitive) spinor exceptions do 
belong to finitely many square classes. Outside these classes the number of primitive represen- 
tations by the spinor genus is the same as that by the genus and grows like &. The difference 
between this and the number of primitive representations is obtained from the Fourier coef- 
ficients of the cusp form by Moebius inversion, and grows more slowly than &. The result 
of our paper [12] can be. summarized as Peters’ results are true unconditionally.” 
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We say that a form p-adically represents (at least) 
a classes beginning at 1, 
b classes beginning at p, 
c classes beginning at p*, 
. . ., 
if its value set includes a + b + c + . . . disjoint sets of the form 
S(Ul), .“, S(%), 
S(P~,), . ..> S(Pd, 
S(P2W * 1, ..., SC P2+%h 
where the ui, vi, wk, . . . are p-adic units. 
We postpone further consideration of odd primes p to Section 4, where 
we see that Ep 2 1, and E, > 1 if p I det(f). 
3. THE 2-ADIC ANALYSIS 
For p = 2 the decomposition of the form is somewhat different. Any form 
is 2-adically a direct sum of 2-dimensional forms 2k((j A) and 2k( f :) and 
l-dimensional forms of shape (2%), where u is a 2-adic unit whose value 
is only important up to squares of 2-adic integers (we denote the 2-adic 
units u by ul, u3, u5, u, according to whether u z 1, 3,5,7 modulo 8). By 
collecting terms with the same 2k we obtain a 2-adic decomposition 
f,Q2f,O4f,O8f,@ .-. (6) 
and again set n, = dim f,. The form f, is said to be Type II (or even) if it 
represents only even numbers; otherwise it is Type I (or odd). 
This decomposition is not unique (see, for example, [9, Chap. 151). We 
make use of the following facts. 
(i) If f, is Type I it may be taken to be a diagonal form. 
(ii) If f, is Type II it may be taken to be a direct sum of 
2-dimensional forms (y A) and (T i), the first of which can be taken to be 
(y A) if dim f, > 2 or either of fg12, f2, is Type I. 
The form 2xy, with matrix (y A), visibly represents all even numbers, i.e., 
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the sets S(2u,), S(2u,), S(2u,), S(2u,), S(4u,), S(4u,), S(4u,), S(4u,), using 
the notation introduced in the previous section; that is to say, 
4 classes beginning at 2, 4 classes beginning at 4, 
or, abbreviated, 
[4 @ 2, 4 @ 41. 
On the other hand the form 2(x’ + xy + u’), with matrix (f i), 2-adically 
represents 2, 6, 14, 26, which belong to the sets S(2u,), S(2u,), S(2u,), 
S(2u,), and so we write 
c4 @J 21, 
but this form does not represent any class S(22k~j). 
Each of ui, u3, u5, U, symbolizes one-eighth of the 2-adic integers, and 
so a set S(u,) accounts for 
$(l+i+&+ . ...+ 
of the 2-adic integers. Similarly a set S(2%,) accounts for 
1 
2k6 
of the 2-adic integers. Therefore a form that represents [a @ 1, b @ 2, 
c @ 4,...] accounts for (at least) a fraction 
of the 2-adic integers. If the 2-part of the determinant is at least Y, we write 
[a @ 1, b @ 2, c @ 4, . ..I + (X, Y), 
and then F, 2 X, El 2 XY”“. Since E, >, 1 for p odd (see Section 4), we 
have 
E > E, >, XY”“. (7) 
The contribution to E from the 2-adic part of the form is now analyzed 
in Tables I and II. In every case except those labeled (*) in Table II the 
bound (7) is greater than or equal to 
8 41i3 if n = 3, $4l’” if n>4 (8) 
and establishes the desired result (3). The starred cases are dealt with in 
Section 5. 
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TABLE I 
2-adic Analysis of Type I Forms 
f=fi 8 2f2 CB 4fd 63 ., where nr = dim f, 
n,23:[3@I,4@2,+] 
n, =2. f2TypeI: [ 4@ I ] + (+J-‘] 
fz Type K nzZ0:[4@1 I or [2@1.4@2] -+ [+,2”-‘) 
n*=O:l4@1] or 12@1.2@2]+ [;A-:) 
n,=l, j=2TypeI:[2@1.2@2]+ [f.zn-I] 
fi TYP IL n,>0:[2~l,2@4,4~X1-t[~,2”-1] 
n2=0, frTypeI: [ 2@1 ] --f [+A-I] 
fs Type 11. n,.O:I1@1.2~4.4@8]~(f.4”-‘] 
n,=O, fsTypeI:[ 1@1,2@8] + [+/] 
/~TY~~~:I1~1.1@4.2~16]~[~.~~-~] 
Note. (i) We must have PZ, >O, or else f is not primitive. 
(ii) The calculation of the fraction of 2-adic integers represented by these forms (the 
information given in square brackets) is straightforward. Two examples illustrate the method. 
If  f  is as described by the first line of Table I, then f, contains a 3-dimensional form 
g=diag{u,, ubr u,}, where the u, are 2-adic units. By multiplying by a 2-adic unit we can 
assume u,ubu,= 1, so u,, ub, u, are one of 
in some order. It is easy to check that each of these represents at least [3 @ 1, 4 @ 21. For 
example, diag{ 1, 7,7} represents 1 = u,, ll=u,,29=u,, 7=u,, 18=2u,, 70=2+,74=2u,, 
14 = 2u,. On the other hand diag{ 1, 1, 1) shows (by the 3-squares theorem [ 1,221) that we 
do not always get [4 @ 11. By using the techniques of (for example) [9, Chap. 151, the num- 
ber of cases could be further reduced, but this is immaterial. Iffis as described by the third 
line of Table I, then (2-adically) it contains a 4-dimensional form g = diag{ u,, ub} 8 2h, where 
h is (T A) or (: t), so that 2h represents all multiples of 4. By resealing we can also assume 
that u,, ub are one of 1,l; 1, 3; 1, 5; or 1,7. If  1, 1 then we see that g represents 1, 5, 2, 6, 
10, 14, so [2 @ 1, 4 @ 21, and if 1,3 we get 1, 3,5,7, so [4 @ 11; and similarly in the other 
cases. 
(iii) The forms with the smallest Erdiis numbers all occur in Table II: in line 4 if n = 3 
(D,), in line 3 if n = 4 (D4), and in line 1 if n 3 5 (D,, E,, E,, . ..). 
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TABLE II 
2-adic Analysis of Type II forms 
.f=f,@2f2@4f4@ .... where n,=dlmj, 
“123: 
n, =2, fiTypeI: 
I 
[4@2,4@41 + [i,2]ifn=3,[-.1]ifn>4(*) 
f2 Type II, n2 > 0 : 
n2 =o. f4TypeI:[4@2.3@4] + [$,4”-‘) 
f,TypeII,n,>0:[4~2.4@lh]~(~,4”-2] 
nr=O, f8TypeI:[4@2,4@16] --f [+,V2] 
f8 Type 11. n8>O:~4@2.4@lh]t[~,~n-2] 
n8=0:[4@2] + [f, 16”~‘1 
Note. See note to Table I. 
4. THE p-ADIC ANALYSIS WHEN p IS ODD 
If p (an odd prime) does not divide det(f), then E, = 1. (For then the 
form contains a direct summand diag{u, u’, u”), which for p odd is well 
known to represent all p-adic integers.) 
We now suppose that p is an odd prime dividing det(f). Since either 
symbol U* denotes a proportion (p - 1)/2p of the p-adic integers, a set 
S(u,) accounts for a proportion 
P-l - 1,:+-j+ . . . =- 
( ) 
P 
2P 2p + 2 
of these integers, so that a form which represents 
[a @ 1, b @P, c @P*, ..,I 
has 
Fp3q- 
b c 
2p + 2 a+i+p2+ ... > . 
We split the analysis into four cases as shown in Table III, where (X, Y) 
now means that F, 2 X, E,, > XY”“. This table implies that Ep is at least 
IIn - P 7 
P -p 2 5/n 3 p + 2 1 - P 2 - - 
2p+2p 
l/n ’ 
2p+2p 
3/n 
P+l 
(9) 
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TABLE III 
Analysis of the p-adic Form f, @p& @p2f,z 0 ., where 
n4 = dimf,. 
n, 130rnl=2,n,22 : [ 2@ 1. 2@P 1 + (1.P) 
n,=2,n,51 : [ 2@1 I + I --++ I 
n*=1,n,r2: [ 1@1,2@p I + I $pm-’ 1 
n1=l,n,ll : [ l@ 1 I + [ +,p2”-” 1 
in the four cases, the first arising only when Fp = 1. As claimed, all four 
quantities exceed 1 (when n > 3, pZ 3). Furthermore, if d, exceeds the 
lower bound used in the argument, Ep increases by a factor of p”“. 
5. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF 
It only remains to deal with the starred cases in Table II. We first state 
a lemma. 
LEMMA. The smallest determinant of an even n-dimensional lattice is 
42, 3,4 4 4 3,2, 1 
according to whether n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 8 (module 8). 
Prooj We remark that the assertion for n < 8 follows from the well- 
known fact [S, 393 that the absolutely extreme lattices (suitably scaled) are 
even lattices with these determinants. Alternatively, and for all n, the asser- 
tion can be checked immediately from the list of possible genera of small 
determinant given in Table 15.4 of [9]. For example, if n = 3,4, or 5 
(mod 8), then the determinant cannot be less than 4 (for if so, then by 
Table 15.4 the signature is 0, + 1, or +2, mod 8, which is a contradiction), 
while the lattice D, shows that determinant 4 is possible. 
We now return to the proof of the proposition in the starred case, noting 
that I;; = 4. We argue as follows, in each case obtaining a lower bound on 
E which is greater than or equal to (8). 
If d > 4 then 2, E > 14”“. 2’2 
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Therefore d, is 1 or 2. If all F,, (for p odd) are equal to 1, then E = id’ “, 
and the result follows from the lemma. 
Otherwise we have F, # 1 for some odd prime p, and E contains a factor 
E, which (since F,, # 1) is at least one of the last three quantities in (9). All 
three quantities are increasing functions of n (for II 3 3) and p (for p 3 3). 
If n > 5, these quantities are at least 
$ = 2.25, i34i5 = 1.5051, or 
and so E>E,E,bf1.5051>~4”“. 
Ifp>5, then E, is at least (if n=4) 
i5’14 = 2.1864, &53’4 = 1.9505, 
or (if n=3) 
z5’j3 = 1.4250, &5”/3 = 1.7057, 
and we have (since d, must be 2 when n = 3) 
EBE,E,& ;53i4= 1.3932 
E3E,E,~~2’13.651J3=0.8979 
;3”’ = 1.7458, 
&55’4 = 3.1153, 
E = 2.0833, 
(n=4) 
(n=3). 
Therefore the only odd prime present is 3, and n is 3 or 4. If d, is greater 
than the value used in (9), then E, increases by 3”” and we are done. 
Therefore we are in the situation described by one of the last three lines of 
Table III (not the first line, since F3 > l), and d, has the least possible 
value in each case. 
If n = 4 then d, = 1 and 3-adically the form is one of 
diag{ +l, Ifsl, +3, f9}, diag{ fl, f3, f3, f3}, 
diag{ +I, +3, f9, +_9}. 
However, such forms cannot exist globally, since they do not satisfy the 
product formula. (In the notation of [9, Chap. 153, the 3-excess is an odd 
multiple of 2.) 
If n = 3, then d2 = 2 and 3-adically the form is one of 
(a) diag(+l, il, +3j, (b) diag(-tl, i3, -t3}, 
(c) diag{ +l, f3, +9j, 
which must be examined individually. 
(a) This form represents at least [2 @ 1, 1 @ 31, so F, 2 i and 
E > i2 ‘I’ . i 3 ‘I3 = 0.7950. 
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Equality holds for the form A2 @ A,, which has the second-smallest Erdos 
number in 3 dimensions. 
(b) This is eliminated directly by Eq. (9): 
E > ;2’13 ;32’3 = 0.8190. 
Equality holds for the form A2 0 6,) which has the third-smallest Erdos 
number in 3 dimensions. 
(c) The form represents at least [ 1 @ 1, 1 @ 3, 1 @ 93, so F3 3 g, 
and 
E> $2113. g27113 = 1.0237. 
This completes the proof. 
6. LATTICES WITH THE SMALLEST ERD& NUMBERS 
Using the methods of [lo] it is easy to show that there is a unique 
lattice L, with minimal Erdiis number in each dimension n < 10, namely 
A,, A,, Az,Axz&, D,, D,, E,, 4, E,, &@A,, &@A,. 
Then Lm+* = Es@ L, is an example in dimension m + 8. A second 
sequence of examples is given (using the notation of [lo]) by 
L;,-,=LiinD& (m d 51, 
L;~+m=L,OD:6. 
In view of the isomorphism A, G D,, this actually gives two distinct lattices 
in dimension 13. In fact these two sequences give all the lattices with mini- 
mal Erdijs numbers in dimensions up to 17. The number of such lattices is 
1 for n< 10, 
2 for n= 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
3 for n = 13, 
and at least 4 for n 2 18. It tends to infinity very rapidly. 
Our methods can be modified to find all lattices in a given dimension 
with Erdiis number less than a given bound. The p-adic localizations can 
be found by analyzing larger trees of possible cases, and all forms with 
given localizations can then be enumerated using the methods of [lo]. In 
this way we found all 3-dimensional lattices with E < 1.02 and all 
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4-dimensional lattices with Eb 1.05. The results are shown in Tables IV 
and V. Below each matrix we give& Erdos number, both in the form Fd ‘In 
and numerically, rounded to four decimals. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we show that a positive definite quadratic form 
f(x) = C xia,xj of d imension n 2 3 and finite Erdos number E must be 
proportional to a form in which all the aii are rational. 
Let fxr , . . . . ak be a maximal subset of the ai, that is linearly independent 
over the rationals. For any given E > 0 we can replace CQ, . . . . tlk by nearby 
rational multiples of M, so as to obtain a positive definitive quadratic form 
f, with determinant 
d,<d(l +E), where d = detA 
TABLE IV 
The 3-Dimensional Lattices with Smallest Erdijs Numbers 
2 10 2 1 0 2 10 100 
12 1 120 120 0 10 
0 1 2 002 006 001 
& 4113 & 6113 $ 181'3 d 1 l/4 
0.7276 0.7950 0.8190 0.8333 
3-l-l 
-1 3-l 
-1-1 3 
2 10 
120 
008 
2 24113 
0.9465 
2 10 2 10 
120 12 1 
0 0 24 0 1 4 
0.9750 0.9874 
420 2 1 0 2 10 
240 141 120 
001 0 1 2 0 0 12 
2 121’3 5 121’3 $ 36113 
1.0016 1.0016 1.0089 
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TABLE V 
The 4-Dimensional Lattices with Smallest Erdiis Numbers 
2001 
0201 
002 1 
1 1 12 
+ 41’4 + 51’4 + 8114 
0.707 1 
2 100 
1200 
0020 
0002 
+ 12114 
0.9306 0.9306 
2100 2 100 4122 
1 2 1 0 1200 1422 
0120 0063 2241 
0004 0036 2214 
1.0000 
2100 
1210 
0 12 1 
0012 
0.7471 
2110 
1 2 1 1 
1121 
0114 
2100 
1 2 10 
0120 
0002 
0.8409 
2 100 
12 10 
0 12 1 
0014 
+ 13114 
0.9494 
f 81’14 
1.0000 
2100 
1200 
0021 
00 12 
$ 91’4 
0.8660 
1000 
0100 
00 10 
0001 
1 l/4 
1.oooo 
4-l-l-l 
-1 4-l-l 
-1-1 4-l 
-1-1-1 4 
jj 1251’4 
1.0031 
and such that 
f(x) -G&(x) G(x)(l + El 
l+E 
for all vectors x. 
The Erdiis number E, off, is the limit as R + co of 
N d l/n E,R 
E R' 
where N,. is the cardinality of 
{.f&) :fe(-xl< R}. 
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But since f(x) =f(y) implies f,(x) =fr( I’), this cardinality is at most that 
of the set 
which is contained in 
{f(x) :f(x) < R(1 + E)), 
whose size for large R is approximately 
Ed-““R(1 +E). 
It follows that 
IIn 
E(l +&)<E(l +E)~. 
In particular, if E < 1, fE must be projectively equivalent to (i.e., a scalar 
multiple of) one of the finitely many rational forms with Erdiis number at 
most 4E. In other words, these fE lie in a known finite subset of the (com- 
pact) space of positive definite quadratic forms considered projectively. 
Now by letting E -P 0, so that f, -f; we see that f must also be in this 
finite set and so is projectively rational. This completes the proof. 
For n = 2 we can obtain a stronger result. We show that if f is not 
projectively rational then the values off coincide in sets of most 4 (say 
f( +x) = f ( +y) = a). Since the number of x with f (x) Q N is approximately 
d&“‘nN, the number of distinct values off(x) < N is at least 
$d-“2nN. 
(Hence the expression defining the Erdiis number-see footnote l-tends 
to infinity quite rapidly.) 
If there are more than four vectors x with f(x) = CI then we can select 
three such vectors of the form x, y, z = rx + sy, where Y, s are rational 
numbers with KS ~0. Then x and y are a rational basis with respect to 
which f has matrix 
(say). 
But now the equations 
a=b,,=b22=r2bII+2rsb12+s2b22 
entail that the b, are all rational multiples of LX, and f is projectively 
rational. 
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